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When Paddington, the bear, is found by the Brown family at Paddington station, he had a tag around his neck that read “Please look after this bear, thank you.” Write a label for your pet or favorite toy, as if you are about to send them off on a long journey to find a new home. What message do you think is important to kind strangers who might find your pet or toy? How could you get this message across in a few words?

Sample words: please; kindly; take care; mind; watch over; guard; loving; grateful; joy; appreciate; thank you; sorry; inconvenience
Imagine Paddington arrives to your home and you are accommodating him for a few days, or maybe forever. What would he write to Aunt Lucy? Help him design this postcard. Draw your home and the people in it on the front and then, write the message describing the home and the people to Aunt Lucy on the back. Don’t forget to include a couple of details about your adventures together.